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of the equipment and loading of the primary and secondary waste, respectively, into Multi-Purpose Canisters 
(MPCs) for the highest activated material and into dedicated containers for low- and intermediate-level waste 
(LILW).  

The second contract covered the dismantling and segmentation of the reactor vessel and reactor vessel head, 
including the engineering studies, challenging vessel removal from the reactor pit, supply and qualification of 
equipment, packaging of the cut pieces into dedicated containers for waste disposal. 

For both segmentation projects, all activities had to be thoroughly planned together with the customer. The 
radiation level of the reactor vessel and complexity of the site work had to be considered in details and all 
procedures and design of advanced tools were tested and qualified before the site work could start. At the end 
of the project, the pool environment has been restored to the initial conditions and all equipment 
decontaminated and shipped off site. 

The chosen strategy for the cutting work on both projects was mechanical cutting for which Westinghouse has 
a thorough experience with multiple projects implemented over the last fifteen years.  

Several activities needed to be performed before the segmentation of the reactor vessel and internals could 
start, e.g. cutting of the wall between the reactor cavity and the spent fuel pool, securing the pool integrity, 
characterization of the reactor internals, retrieval of the spent fuel racks, installation of a new working bridge 
and cleaning of the pool floor and water, cutting of the primary loop nozzles with a diamond wire, lifting the 
reactor vessel out of the pit and moving it to the nearby spent fuel pool where the cutting activities were 
taking place.  

This paper will describe the sequential steps required to prepare, segment, separate, and package the 
individual component segments using under water mechanical techniques. The paper will also include 
experiences and lessons learned that Westinghouse has collected from the activities performed during the 
reactor vessel and vessel internals segmentation projects.  
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The ÚJV Řež, a. s. is the main leader in processing institutional radioactive waste (RAW) in the Czech Republic 
and the Waste Management Department has been established since the research reactor VVR-S (now LVR-15) 
was put in operation. Due to the large activities in nuclear research and engineering in the past, a big capacity 
of waste management technologies was needed. The low pressure compactor for volume reduction of solid 
RAW, as well as chemical pre-treatment technology of liquid RAW were installed and later the evaporation 
technology for effective processing the liquid RAW with the cementation and bitumenization unit for final 
conditioning of concentrated liquid RAW were used. During the years of research reactor operation and 
research activities in ÚJV Řež, a. s. there were two installed evaporation technologies in row. After the latest 
evaporator lifetime, changes in liquid RAW production and together with higher decontamination factor 
requirements, this technology was decided to be decommissioned.  

The decommissioned evaporation technology was installed and put in operation in 1991. This technology was 
used for processing liquid aqueous RAW produced from internal research activities and of course for external 
producers and institutions (e.g. universities, medicine, research institutes, industry).  

The approved decommissioning plan was prepared and the licence for immediate decommissioning was 
obtained in 2012. Then the decommissioning project started. The preparing stages as dosimetric survey, 
expected material balance and of course initial decontamination activities were performed. Evaporation 
technology dismantling and processing the arising RAW were done by the internal staff of Waste Management 
Department. The total volume of produced RAW was 49,5 m3 of RAW. The secondary liquid RAW (from 
decontamination) of amount 1,4 m3, contaminated sludge of amount 0,5 m3, solid RAW (construction steel) of 
amount 39,1 m3, solid compressible RAW (protective equipment, thermal isolation, secondary waste from 
decontamination activities) of amount 5,9 m3 and contaminated building rubble of amount 2,6 m3.  

The decommissioning project was completed in June 2014 with the total spent costs of 566 000.00 € covered 
dismantling, decontamination and RAW processing and conditioning, as well as charges for disposal. 

 

 


